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Hyakujo’s Fox 
translated by R.H. Blyth 

THE CASE 
 Whenever Hyakujo delivered a sermon, a certain old man was always there listening to 

it together with the monks; when they left the Hall, he left also.  One day, however, he 

remained behind, and Hyakujo said to him, “Who may you be?”  The old man replied,      

“Yes; I am not a human being.  In the far distant past, in the time of Kasho Buddha, I was the 

head monk here.  On one occasion a certain monk asked me whether an enlightened man 

could fall again under the chain of cause and effect, and I answered that he could not.  Thus I 

have for five hundred lives been reborn a fox.  I now beg you to release me from this rebirth 

by causing a change of mind through your words.”  Then he asked Hyakujo, “Can an 

enlightened man fall again under the chain of cause and effect or not?”  Hyakujo answered, 

“No one can set aside (the law of) cause and effect.”  The old man immediately became 

enlightened, and making his bows, he said, “I am now released from rebirth as a fox and my 

body will be found on the other side of this mountain.” 

 

 What kind of a person was Master Hyakujo?  What kind of a thing was he?  And what 

does it mean to do sanzen, to study with a master?  And when the koan mentions the one old 

man, what is it really talking about?  And when in the koan it says, “Always,” “The old man 

always followed the other monks,” what is the true meaning of this word “always”?  And when 

we say all existent things what do we really mean by an existent thing?  And I think I have 

been explaining to you that when it says, “All of the monks” it means all existent things, it 

means all of you.  And when it says the old man came together with everything, and then 

retreated together with everything, those activities of coming and retreating, I have also been 

talking about what those mean. 
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 I have been talking about, in detail, that when the activity of giving is done it is because 

of the activity of receiving that giving already exists that giving can be done.  And oppositely, 

no matter how much you might want to grasp something, or take something, if there isn’t the 

opposite activity of giving then you cannot do it. 

 You should really look at yourself!  Reflect severely on your own self, and also look at 

the state this world is in! 

 It is because there is the activity of receiving that giving can take place, and conversely, 

because there is already the activity of giving receiving can take place.  Because you don’t 

even know this fundamental principle, and simply go around insisting upon “I am,  I am,” of 

course there are endless wars.  It would be good if you would just a little bit think for yourself 

that you don’t have to uncritically assert your “I am” self so much.  Why don’t you try 

understanding just a little that you must become the kind of person who doesn’t just 

unquestioningly acknowledge the existence of the “I am” self?   

 Worldly people are always crying about being saved or not being saved.  Everyone just 

uncritically fixates their “I am” selves, and thinks that their selves are made of that “I am,” and 

so they end up having to cry about this, and to laugh about that.  That is what I was so 

carefully talking about yesterday. 

 But in fact that “I am” self you try to fixate sometimes appears, and sometimes 

disappears.  And I think I told you that the old man who appears in this koan is the kind of self 

who sometimes is appearing and sometimes disappearing.  I think I was telling you the old 

man is of course all of you.  During this seichu I have been giving teisho almost every day, and 

I have been telling you that you are just like this fixated old man, but in fact you are sometimes 

appearing and sometimes disappearing.  What I am saying is that you might think that you are 

young now, but before you know it you will have become an old person. 

 Every single day this old man, together with all of you, came to listen to teisho.  And 

although I said the old man is all of you, also we can see that Hyakujo is confessing how he was 
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in his youth.  The old man is really the past Hyakujo.   

 Any self has a time in its life when it is young, and a time in its life when it is old.  

Selves do not unconditionally exist. 

 The old man confesses in front of everybody, “This person that is myself is not a perfect 

human being.”  The old man said, “This person who is in front of you is not the perfect self,” 

but it is very important to really understand the principle of being an imperfect self.   

 When I read the newspapers, everyday I can see very clearly that all the troubles that 

come up are because people insist that the “I am” self is the perfect self.  People think that 

their “I am” selves really exist.  We have the right of free speech, and so we can say and write 

whatever we want to in magazines and newspapers, and that is not a bad thing.  But really, 

why do all of these troubles come up?  All of these events, all of these problems come up 

because we fixate our “I am” selves, and insist on asserting ourselves.  This world would 

change if people really understood, and reminded each other that it is not a good thing to 

unconditionally fixate the “I am” self.   

 If our conception of democracy is to unconditionally fixate the “I am” self, and then 

assert that “I am” self, no matter how long we march on the path of democracy peace will 

never come to this world.   

 These days a new ideology is being thought of, and that is the idea that this thing we call 

the self is something that must grow and develop. (? not quite sure of this sentence?) 

 Especially for people who are listening to the voice of religion in this world, it would be 

good if they would be at least slightly cautious about what they talk about.  It would be good if 

people remembered that this world, at present, is clearly divided into people who believe in 

democracy and people who believe in communism.  And these two opposing ideologies are 

blabbering and jabbering, and arguing endlessly.  It is time for young people, especially 

intelligent young people, to really wake up to the fact that they must not be deceived by these 

two conflicting ideologies.  
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 If you really open up your eyes to the principle being expressed by that old man’s 

utterance, “This person is non-human,” then what should you do?  

 Every single day, every single morning, isn’t it true that you are already experiencing 

that you always are manifesting a new self.  You are not tied up or controlled by any kind of 

ideology.  Every single day you are experiencing manifesting a new self.   

 If we say there exists something we can call God, then this state is experiencing God.   

 But even this self that keeps on manifesting a new self is always learning all sorts of 

things, is always thinking all sorts of things, using all sorts of logics to figure things out.  But no 

matter what you are thinking during the day, or what you are doing during the day, we all, 

when it comes to nighttime, can go to our beds and sleep peacefully.  Just in the same way as 

the moment we wake up in the morning, when we lie down in our beds in the evening, whether 

it is the president or a construction worker, we all find the same peaceful rest.   

 This is when we are completely free from God and the devil.  What I am saying is that 

state of being free from God and the devil, of course, is the true state of meeting God.  That is 

where Hyakujo is coming from.  This is what I have been talking about, over and over again, up 

through yesterday. 

 One aspect of the truth is to say that the perfect self is the self who is  free from both 

God and the devil.  But there is another point of view, the point of view of being controlled by 

God and the devil, and from that perspective saying this and that.  That is another kind of self.  

And that is the point of view that comes from the “I am” self appearing in this world.  And the 

human perspective is the perspective of fixating that “I am” self.   

 You can wander around and visit as many Buddhist temples as you want, or as many 

Christian churches as you want, but no matter how many religious places you go to if you don’t 

really become clear about this fundamental principle then you cannot be said to be a religious 

believer or a student of Buddhism. 

 But don’t forget this way of understanding the manifestation of the perfect self.  
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When you stretch yourself out in your bed, or when you first open up your eyes in the morning, 

that is a state when you are free from both God and the devil.  That is the state of True God.  

What I mean is that when you are free from both God and the devil then you are experiencing 

True God.  Another way to describe it is that this state of having first woken up and opened up 

your eyes in the morning, or the state of entering your bed and sleeping at night are conditions 

when both the benevolent God and the bad God have been made your content.  This is the  

manifestation of True God. 

 But what about you folks?  You insist on unquestioningly fixating the “I am” self to 

such a degree that even though you don’t have any idea what the “I am” self really is, you still 

think it is the most adorable thing.  You still think it is the most cute and lovable thing.  And 

the teaching of Buddhism says that this insisting upon the basic reality of the “I am” self is what 

your big problem is.  This is the thing that you do which is not good.   

 Hearing this you might think that Buddhism is the teaching that absolutely negates the 

position of the “I am” self.  But Buddhism also says that it is because the “I am” self appears 

that it is possible to recognize the state of being free from the “I am” self.  And so we do not 

absolutely negate the position of the “I am” self.  What is said is that it is not good to 

uncritically affirm the “I am” self.  We have to ask where the “I am” self comes from. 

 The “I am” self, of course, is born from the perfect self.  Of course it is born from the 

state I just described, where both God and the devil totally have been made content.  The 

teaching of Buddhism says that because the imperfect “I am” self is manifest it must come to 

understand that it is necessary  to move on to manifest the perfect self.   

 There will be no result apart from the condition of being born.  Or we can say that 

there is no result separate from, or apart from, or other than the cause or origin.  If we say 

that the cause is the perfect self, then the effect is also the perfect self.   

 Of course the origin is the perfect self, the cause is the perfect self.  And in religious 

terms we call that God, and according to Buddhism we call that perfect condition the 
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dharmakaya. 

 The “I am” self appears from that origin, and then when it develops completely it 

dissolves itself, and again manifests the perfect self. 

 When you start thinking about it like this I guess the logic of Buddhism starts sounding 

difficult. 

 But anyway, the way of thinking of people who insist on fixating the “I am” self, this way 

of thinking which is attached to the imperfect human self, seems to always end up with, “I want 

to become rich,” or “I want to become a good person.”  This worldly world seems to be 

founded upon this kind of thinking, and so that is why everyone ends up seeing things in this 

way.  But Buddhism says that kind of a world is not the real world.   

 Buddhism says very clearly that it is because there is a benevolent God there is also an 

evil God, but true salvation only can be manifest when you have made all of the good God and 

the bad God your content. 

 But for people who are fixated in their “I am” selves, those kind of people seem to love 

to affirm the Good God and negate the Bad God.  And that is why common religious teachings, 

including certain Buddhist teachings, always seem to say, “Do good, and don’t do evil.  If you 

just do good things then a good result will come to you, so don’t be bad.”  Some people have 

developed the function of consciousness to the extent that they really know that they must 

make all of the Good God and the Bad God their content, and that it is only through this that 

true salvation can be won. But children do not know the principle of true salvation.  These 

people with child-like consciousness will try to avoid the Bad God and only seek the Good God, 

and so I guess we need these teaching of “Do good, don’t do bad” for them.  But we must 

remember that those kinds of teachings along the lines of “Do good and don’t do bad” are 

appropriate for people who have relatively undeveloped functions of consciousness.  But I am 

sure you already understand that it would be a mistake to teach in this way, stuck in this 

childish way of thinking, when teaching people like you, who have developed and matured to 
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the point where you already understand that the true, perfect God has both God and the devil 

totally as its content.   

 A true practitioner, a truly religious person is someone who clearly sees that it is 

necessary to make all the Good God and the Bad God one’s content.  Haven’t I been telling 

you over and over again that if you can see things in this way, if you can see the necessity of 

making all the Good God and Bad God your content then you can get down to real practice?  

But if you cannot see things in this way, no matter how many times you listen to teisho, it is not 

doing you any good. 

 Haven’t I been telling you over and over again that it is only when you make both the 

perspective of “I am a man,” and the perspective of “I am a woman,” together, simultaneously, 

your content, that you are manifest as the perfected person?  And I have been telling you over 

and over again that it is only when the two mutually opposing activities, it is only when the two 

mutually opposing ways of thinking completely become one that true love is manifest.  But if 

the man insists upon the male perspective, and the woman insists upon the female perspective, 

and from that situation they try to compromise with each other true love will not appear.  

That is why I have been telling you over and over again that it is only when both of the two 

mutually opposing points of view dissolve themselves that true love can be manifest.   

 And also I have been telling you that the perspective of Buddhism is to say that it is 

necessary to learn to recognize, to learn to perceive these two opposing activities of Good God 

and Bad God, or we can say, in an extreme way, simply man and woman.  However, I have 

also told you that the kind of consciousness that recognizes these two fundamental mutually 

opposing activities will inevitably, at the very same time as the two fundamental mutually 

opposing activities become one, also disappear.  The consciousness that thinks about the two 

activities will disappear when the two activities become one.  At that time the two activities 

themselves also simultaneously vanish.  When this happens a kind of knowing, a kind of 

wisdom that has no opposition within it will be manifest.   
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 And yesterday I spoke in detail about the old man’s confession, when he says, “This 

person is not a human being.  This person born in front of you is non-human.”  And I told you 

that without doing a whole lot of practice it is not possible to really make a confession like this.   

 The way this old man sees things is to clearly recognize two states of the self: the state 

of the perfect self and the way of being  of the self when it is not perfect.  And if you can see 

things in the same way as the old man does then you will, naturally, give rise to an incredibly 

strong will that wants to know the principle behind why the imperfect self is manifest, and why 

the perfect self is manifest.  But in general most people we call gentlemen or gentlewomen, 

most people that we call good people, most intellectual types, too, simply uncritically 

acknowledge the validity of the “I am” self.  And then they love their “I am” selves, they think 

their “I am” selves are the most adorable, the cutest things.  And from that perspective of 

thinking in that way they acknowledge the existence of God or Buddha, and ask God to help 

them.  Doesn’t this make you want to laugh?   

 No matter who you are, if you are a great president, or if you are somebody that 

everyone thinks is a bad person, if you are caught up in this way of thinking then there will be 

no end to your worries.  No matter how eloquent you are, no matter what wonderful 

sounding things you can say, as long as you are saying them from the perspective of the fixated 

“I am” self you can never find true tranquility or peace of mind.   

 But the reason why everyone says Buddhism is such a difficult teaching is because 

Buddhism says there is no other way to salvation or peace of mind apart from dissolving your “I 

am” self.  But, really, there is nothing at all difficult about Buddhism.  Everyone stands up 

seeing things from the “I am”  point of view.  But Buddhism also says that very “I am” self, 

itself, manifests compassion.  We all, all the time, every single day just as inevitably as we do 

manifest our “I am” selves, those selves will manifest true love.  This kind of Buddhist 

compassion is comprised of two kinds of love: the compassion of karuna and the compassion of 

maitri.  Just in the same way as we on the one hand are born and on the other hand sleep, 
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over and over again, we also manifest these two sorts of love, karuna and maitri, over and over 

again.   

 This is not an easy explanation, but Buddhism says that we all, every one of us, will meet 

up with both the plus activity and the minus activity.  Or more concretely we can say that the 

teaching of Buddhism is that every single day we are making relationship with the activity of 

future that forms the future, and the activity of past that forms the past.  Or if we look at it 

more carefully we can say that every single day we are making relationship with father’s world 

and mother’s world.  Or even more concretely we can simply say every single day we are 

making relationship with the male world and the female world.  We cannot exist without 

making relationship with both.  We cannot escape from this situation. 

 Maybe some people, putting on a very gentlemanly face, or people who think they are 

hermits or sages who have abandoned the world, will tell you that they have transcended this 

kind of situation.  But Buddhism cautions these people saying, “Your way of thinking is just a 

self centered, arbitrary way of thinking.  Maybe you think you have made a lot of money, and 

so you can get away with saying that, but you cannot.”   

 There is no way we can escape from the worlds of past and future.  That is why every 

single day we must make relationship with them.  And the conclusion of the teaching of 

Buddhism is that every single day already you are experiencing making the activity of living and 

the activity of dying your content.  Do you understand? 

 If you understand this far then you should also be able to understand that every single 

day you are experiencing doing acts of compassion.  Although in Buddhism we have a special 

word “jihi 慈悲” that already includes both sides of compassion, in English we are stuck with 

the word compassion, and this makes it a little more difficult to understand.  Maybe we 

should say “Buddhist compassion” but, we are already experiencing doing acts of Buddhist 

compassion, and through doing those acts we find peace of mind.  I know it is difficult to 

understand, but we teach that already, every single day, you are doing acts of Buddhist 
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compassion, and through experiencing doing those compassionate deeds you are finding 

salvation.   

 So, everybody, stop thinking about irrelevant, trivial things!  Simply know that if you 

manifest true love you will be saved.   

 But don’t forget that when you analyze the activity of true love you can see that it is 

comprised of on the one side the love of karuna, and on the other side the love of maitri.  It is 

through doing these activities, through doing the activity of love called karuna, and the activity 

of love called maitri, through experiencing doing those that you find salvation.  But Buddhism 

warns you and says that if you think you are finding peace of mind through making a lot of 

money, or getting a good job, or attaining a high position in society then that kind of thinking 

will only serve to make you fixate your “I am” self more and more.  This will never lead to true 

salvation.  

 So let’s at least just say that we understand the old man’s confession when he says, 

“This person is a non-human.”  And next he continues his confession, and he talks about the 

way he practiced when he was young.  In other words it is really Master Hyakujo confessing 

the way he practiced when he was young.  It is fine to move ahead, to move forward, but it is 

also necessary to self reflect, to look backward at how you have practiced in the past.  But I 

will talk about that confession the next teisho.  I don’t know whether it will be tomorrow or 

not, but the next time I will talk about that. 

 

終 

the end 


